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AIRCRAFT PARKING AREAS – MOVEMENT OF VISITORS

1. Introduction

This OPNOT is to advise people in a change to the regulations governing Apron
Safety as defined in Section 4.12.3 Apron Safety of the Aerodrome Manual. The
following instruction becomes active with immediate effect and remains in force
until the next Aerodrome Manual update is issued.

2. Instruction

Aircraft operators are responsible for ensuring that only the crew and passengers
of aircraft enter areas where aircraft are parked or may be about to start / taxy.
Visitors  attending  the airfield  to  watch the flights  are  only  to  do so from the
designated viewing area(s) at the base of the tower. Under no circumstances are
children to be left  unsupervised in any of these areas. Please note operators
remain responsible for their  visitors from point of arrival,  when moving to and
from the viewing area(s) and until  they have left  airside.  They should provide
suitable supervision to ensure this is managed accordingly.

3. Queries

Queries or requests for further guidance should be addressed to Brian Rawlings 
directly.

4. Cancellations/Variations

This OPNOT remains in force as detailed above.
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